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Abstract. Facial expressions and head movements communicate essential  
information during ASL sentences. We aim to improve the facial expressions in 
ASL animations and make them more understandable, ultimately leading to bet-
ter accessibility of online information for deaf people with low English literacy. 
This paper presents how we engineer stimuli and questions to measure whether 
the viewer has seen and understood the linguistic facial expressions correctly. 
In two studies, we investigate how changing several parameters (the variety  
of facial expressions, the language in which the stimuli were invented, and the 
degree of involvement of a native ASL signer in the stimuli design) affects the 
results of a user evaluation study of facial expressions in ASL animation. 
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1 Accessible Online Information and Documents in ASL 

Many people who are deaf in the United States have lower levels of written language 
literacy [10]; this makes it difficult for them to read English text on TV captioning, 
websites, or online documents [7][17]. Animations of American Sign Language 
(ASL) can make online information and services accessible for these individuals. This 
paper focuses on our research on ASL; however, many of the techniques and methods 
could be applied to other sign languages. While it is possible to post videos of real 
human signers on websites, animated avatars are advantageous if the information is 
frequently updated; it may be prohibitively expensive to continually re-film a human 
performing ASL for the new information. Assembling video clips of individual signs 
together into sentences does not produce high-quality results. 
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One way to produce animations of ASL would be for a skilled animator (fluent in 
ASL) to create a virtual human that moves in the correct manner using general-
purpose 3D animation software. Since this is too time-consuming and depends too 
much on the skill of the 3D animator, researchers study automated techniques.  The 
most automated approach is to develop “generation” software, to automatically plan 
the words of a sign language sentence based on some information input.  For in-
stance, in an automatic translation system, the input could be an English text, which 
must be translated into ASL.  While some researchers have investigated ASL genera-
tion and translation technologies, the state-of-the-art is still rather limited due to the 
linguistic challenges inherent in planning sign language sentences [10].  A less auto-
mated approach for producing ASL animation is to develop “scripting” software, and 
allow a human to efficiently “word process” a set of ASL sentences, placing individu-
al signs from a dictionary onto a timeline to be performed by an animated character. 
Such tools (e.g., [19]) make use of pre-built dictionaries of sign animations, and they 
incorporate software for automating selection of the transition movements between 
signs, and other detailed (and time-consuming to specify) aspects of the animation.  

The ability to efficiently write and revise ASL is a novel development.  Currently, 
there is no standard written form for ASL that has been accepted by the deaf commu-
nity. While transcription systems have been proposed, e.g., [14], they typically lack 
details necessary for capturing grammatically correct ASL animation, and those limi-
tations made them not widely used by signers.  As scripting technologies improve, 
this opens the possibility for future “word processing” and “document creation” in 
ASL: enabling easier creating and sharing of information in accessible manner. 

The linguistic complexity of ASL makes developing animation technologies chal-
lenging, e.g., various facial expressions and head movements communicate essential 
information during sentences. State-of-the-art ASL animation systems do not yet han-
dle facial expressions sufficiently to produce clear output, and our lab is studying how 
to improve this. An important aspect of our work is user-based evaluation, needed to 
measure the quality of our models.  However, designing an experiment in which 
native ASL signers evaluate facial expressions is not straightforward; careful design is 
required.  In this paper, we design and evaluate experimental stimuli for use in evalu-
ations of facial expressions in ASL animation.  Section 2 explains the importance of 
facial expressions in ASL, section 3 describes related work, section 4 describes our 
experiments to investigate how changing the parameters in a stimuli design could 
affect the results of a user study, and section 5 contains conclusions and future work. 

2 Importance of Facial Expressions in ASL Animations 

Facial expression conveys grammatical information (questions, negations, etc.)  
in most sign languages. Eyebrow movements, mouth shape, head tilt/turn, and other 
facial movements are linguistically required in ASL, and identical hand movements 
(signs) can have different meanings, depending on the facial expressions performed 
during the sentence [12].  In a simple case, emotional facial expressions (frustration, 
sadness, anger) affect the meaning of a sentence. Other facial expressions indicate 
specific grammatical information about sentences and phrases, e.g.: (1) convert  
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declarative sentences into Yes-No questions, (2) indicate that a sentence is a WH-
word interrogative question (“who, what, where”), (3) invert the logical meaning of a 
sentence by conveying negation (via head shaking), (4) indicate that some words at 
the beginning of a sentence are an important “topic” for the upcoming sentence, etc. 
In this way, a sequence of signs like “BOB LIKE JOHN” could be changed into a 
Yes-No question (“Does Bob like John?”) or invert its meaning (“Bob doesn’t like 
John”) by adding a facial expression during an appropriate portion of the sentence. 
(The timing of the facial expression relative to the signs in the sentence is important). 

In a prior study, we experimentally evaluated ASL animations with and without 
various types of facial expressions, and we found that the inclusion of facial expres-
sion led to measurable benefits for the understandability and perceived quality of the 
animations [11]. However, most prior sign language animation research has not ad-
dressed how to synthesize facial expressions [3-5]. To produce an animation with 
good facial expressions, an animation artist could carefully edit the facial mesh of an 
animated character to produce beautiful facial expressions, but this is very time-
consuming.  We want to support automatic synthesis of sign language and scripting 
of sign language animations.  We are studying how to model and generate ASL ani-
mations that include facial expressions to convey grammatical syntax information, 
such as negation; topic; and yes-no, WH-word, and rhetorical questions.  Our objec-
tive is to determine when signers use these facial expressions, how they perform each, 
how the timing of these facial expressions occurs in relation to the manual signs, and 
how the co-occurrence or sequential occurrence of facial expressions affect one 
another. Thus, we are investigating technologies for automatically planning aspects 
and timing of face movement.  In addition to planning algorithms, we also need a 
succinct representation of ASL (that can encode a good-quality performance with as 
few parameters as possible).  This makes it practical for a generation system to plan 
the animation, and it makes it possible for a human using a scripting tool to produce 
an animation with facial expressions in an efficient manner.  We must test both our 
planning algorithms and our ASL script representation to ensure that they encode 
sufficient detail for ASL facial expressions that are understandable (and deemed natu-
ral) by signers. 

3 Related Work on Evaluating ASL and Face Animation 

We must evaluate the quality of the facial expressions in an ASL animation to ad-
vance research in this field, but it is difficult due to the subtle and complex manner in 
which facial expressions affect the meaning of sentences.  It can be difficult to design 
experiments that probe whether human participants watching an ASL animation have 
understood the information that should have been conveyed by facial expressions. 
The easiest to evaluate is categorical information, e.g., whether (or not) the sentence 
with a facial expression should be interpreted as a question; it is possible to invent 
experiments to determine whether a human watching an animation interpreted it as a 
declarative sentence or as a question, etc.   However, some ASL facial expressions 
convey information in matters of degree, e.g., an emotional facial expression can 
convey continuous degrees (by intensity of eye-brow movement, etc.). Measuring 
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whether someone has successfully understood the correct degree is more difficult. In 
the most challenging case, a facial expression may not affect the superficial meaning 
of a sentence, but only the implications that can be drawn. For instance, when a signer 
performs “I didn’t order a soda” with a cluster of behaviors (including frowning and 
head tilt) during the sign “I,” it can indicate that the signer believes someone else 
ordered the soda. With facial prominence on the sign “soda,” it could indicate that the 
signer placed an order, but for something else. In either case, the basic information is 
the same: the signer did not order a soda, but a different implication can be made.    

Researchers studying facial expression of non-signing virtual humans, often eva-
luate only static faces, e.g., participants must identify the category of the facial ex-
pression or assign scores for intensity or sincerity (e.g. [19]).  Because sign language 
facial expressions convey grammatical information and are governed by linguistic 
rules, additional care is needed to design useful stimuli and questions for evaluations. 

Few researchers have explicitly discussed methodological aspects of stimuli design 
for facial expressions in sign language animation user-studies. Prior research differs 
as to whether researchers invent their stimuli originally as sign language sentences [6] 
[16] or as written/spoken language sentences that are translated into sign language 
stimuli [2][15]. In section 4, we compare both methods, and we study a wider variety 
of facial expression types; we also investigate the use of comprehension questions, 
which had not been employed in previous sign language facial expression studies. For 
inspiration as to how to use comprehension questions, we consider prior research on 
how humans interpret and understand speech with various prosody [1][13] (speed, 
loudness, and pitch changes). Researchers designed sets of sentences that, in the  
absence of prosodic information, contain ambiguity in how they can be interpreted. 
When prosodic information is added, then one interpretation is clearly correct. Partic-
ipants in the studies listen to audio performances of these sentences and answer  
questions about their meaning. These questions are carefully engineered such that 
someone would answer the question differently – based on which of the alternative 
possible interpretations of the spoken sentence they had mentally constructed. For 
example, someone who heard the sentence “I didn’t order a soda” (with prominence 
on “I”) may be more likely to respond affirmatively to a question asking: “Does the 
speaker think that someone else ordered a soda?” In designing the studies in section 4, 
we have used similar experimental design, stimuli, and comprehension questions. 

4 Experimental Stimuli Evaluation 

The goal of this paper is to identify a methodology for designing stimuli and conduct-
ing experiments to measure the quality of facial expressions in an ASL animation. We 
want to evaluate whether facial expressions in an ASL animation enable participants 
who view the animations to identify the content of the sentences being performed. In 
the studies presented in this section, participants look at animations of a virtual human 
character telling a short story in ASL, and they answer questions about each story. 
Each story includes one category of facial expression (e.g., Yes-No questions, sad-
ness, etc.). The animations displayed are one of two types: (i) with facial expressions 
carefully produced by a human animator or (ii) without appropriate facial expressions 
(i.e., the face doesn’t move). While the experiments in this paper are only pilot studies 
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Fig. 2. English-to-ASL Stimuli Set examples: (1) yes/no-question and (2) emphasis 

There were a total of 28 stimuli with an average of 9 signs in length, and at least 
one facial expression per story. Fig. 2 shows two examples of stimuli used, as original 
English and ASL translated transcriptions, and the corresponding comprehension 
questions. The bars over the script indicate the facial expression to be performed dur-
ing some of the signs.  The stimuli can be divided into 5 categories (Fig. 3), based on 
the facial expression. The number of stimuli per category is given in parenthesis. 

 

Fig. 3. Five categories of facial expression in the English-to-ASL Stimuli Set 

Starting with English speech passages when creating stimuli for an ASL animation 
study seemed like a good approach given: (i) it is true to the goal of ASL animation 
synthesis, that is converting English text or speech to comprehensible ASL anima-
tions; (ii) it makes use of passages that are carefully engineered and successfully ap-
plied to collect users interpretation, and (iii) prosodic information in English is often 
conveyed by facial expressions in ASL. However, it can lead to various problems. 
First, the English influence might result in ASL stimuli following an English word 
order, e.g. the ASL sentence in Fig. 2(1) has a rather English-like word order. Second, 
some of the categories like Emphasis and Continue are communicated by a cluster of 
behaviors, not a single ASL facial expression, as discussed in section 4.1. 

Y/N-Question (4):  The stimuli contained a yes-or-no question. When translated into ASL, a yes/no facial expression 
was used, without which, it could be interpreted as a declarative statement. See Fig. 2(1). 

Wh-Question (4):  The stimuli contained an interrogative (who/what/where) question. The animation included a wh-
question facial expression, without which, the sentence may be interpreted as a relative clause: 
“Last Friday, I saw Metallica. Which is your favorite band?” 

Emphasis (8):  The stimuli contained a single word or phrase emphasized, to indicate contrast or incredulity: “It 
was raining. The students stayed home today.” (This suggests the others did not.) “My sister 
said she ordered coffee, but the waiter brought tea.” (This suggests disbelief.) While human 
signers convey emphasis via pausing, facial movement, and size/speed of hand movements, our 
animations included facial expression changes only. 

Continue (4):  The prosodic cues in these passages convey that the speaker was not yet finished a thought but 
was only momentarily pausing: “I like to go to the movies and go to plays…” Once again, this 
information doesn’t only correspond to a linguistically meaningful facial expression in ASL, but is 
communicated through additional signing parameters of speed and eye-gaze direction. 

Emotion (8):  The stimuli were performed with a strong emotion (frustration or sadness) that affected their 
meaning: “Tomorrow is my 30th birthday. I am excited.” (A sad face during the second sentence 
suggests the signer is not really excited.) “Last Friday, my brother drove my car to school.” (With 
an angry facial expression, this suggests that the signer disapproves what her/his brother did.)  
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To overcome the above challenges, we designed a second set of stimuli with the 
help of a native signer, who first wrote a script for each stimulus with the facial ex-
pressions indicated by bars over the glosses they appear. Then we recorded a second 
native ASL signer performing these scripts in an ASL-focused lab-environment with 
little English influence. Next, another native signer created animated versions of these 
stories by consulting the recorded videos. Again, both stories and questions were 
engineered in such a way that the wrong answers would indicate that the users misun-
derstood the facial expression displayed, as shown in Fig. 4.  

 

Fig. 4. Example of an y/n-question (1) and a topic (2) stimulus in the ASL-originated set 

We initially created a total of 38 ASL stories, and the native signer selected 21 of 
the most fluent animations (average of 9 signs per story).  The resulting stimuli did 
not include any sentences in the categories of Emphasis and Continue used in the first 
set. They were replaced by new categories that actually correspond to particular types 
of facial expressions recognized by ASL linguists, such as: “topic,” “rhetorical ques-
tion,” and “negation.”  The stimuli can be divided in 6 categories (Fig. 5). 

 

Fig. 5. Six categories of facial expression in the ASL-originated Stimuli Set 

Two groups of native ASL signers evaluated the ASL animations from the two 
stimuli sets, in each study, they viewed animations: (a) with facial expressions and (b) 
without facial expressions. We use a fully-factorial within-subjects design such that: 

Y/N-Question (3): The stimuli contained a yes-or-no question; without facial expression, it could be interpreted as a 
declarative statement. See Fig. 4(1).  

Wh-Question (3): The stimuli contained an interrogative question; without the wh-question facial expression, the 
human viewer could misunderstand the sentence, e.g. COMPUTER YOU BOUGHT WHERE? 
#SALLY FAVORITE SHOPPING CENTER.  (In this paper, # indicates a finger-spelled word). 

Rh-Question (3): The stimuli contained a rhetorical question; without the facial expression, the sentence boundary 
may be unclear, e.g. “THIS YEAR ASL I LEARN HOW. I PRACTICE.” (With a rhetorical-question 
face over the first sentence.) 

Topic (3): The stimuli contained a topic facial-expression indicating that some words at the beginning of a 
sentence are an important topic, e.g. Fig. 4(2). 

Negation (3): The stimuli contain a negative facial expression and head movement, e.g., “#ALEX TEND TAKE-
UP MATH CLASS. NOW SEMESTER, SCHOOL HAVE SCIENCE CLASS. ALEX TAKE-UP 
TWO CLASS.” with a negation facial expression over “HAVE SCIENCE CLASS” would indicate 
that a school does not offer science classes (the opposite meaning of the sentence). 

Emotion (6): The stimuli were performed with a strong emotion (frustration, sadness, or irony) that affected 
their meaning: “YESTERDAY, MY SISTER CAT BRING.” (A sad face suggests that the signer is 
not being happy to receive a cat from her/his sister.) 
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For the ASL-originated stimuli, adding facial expressions led to significantly high-
er comprehension scores for both emotion and non-emotion categories. This is a de-
sirable result because it indicates that the stimuli/questions allowed us to distinguish 
between animations with good or with bad facial expressions (in this case, no facial 
expressions at all). If we used these stimuli/questions in future studies, we could com-
pare the performance of animations with facial expressions automatically synthesized 
by our software – to animations with facial expressions produced by a human anima-
tor or without any facial expressions.  Thus, we could track the performance of our 
facial-expression synthesis algorithms to guide our research. 

5 Discussion and Future Work 

This paper has described how we engineered stimuli and questions to measure 
whether the viewer has understood linguistic facial expressions correctly. Our evalu-
ation methodologies and stimuli will be of interest to other animation researchers 
studying ASL or other sign languages used internationally.  We found that design-
ing stimuli in English and then translating them into ASL was not an effective  
methodology for designing a sign-language facial expression evaluation study. We 
have also found that the involvement of native ASL signers in the stimuli design 
process is important in achieving a high-quality result. In section 4, we preferred the 
ASL-originated stimuli because we were able to measure a significant benefit from 
adding facial expressions for both emotion and non-emotion categories.  However, 
the best stimuli for our experiments would show a large difference when facial  
expressions are added.  We note that there was a more dramatic difference in the 
comprehension scores for the emotion English-to-ASL stimuli. In future work, we 
may investigate whether we can design ASL-fluent sentences/questions that are  
analogous to some of the emotion English-to-ASL stimuli, in order to design ASL-
originated emotion stimuli with bigger comprehension benefits from good-quality 
facial expressions.  In future work, we also want to investigate how these stimuli 
would perform during side-by-side comparisons of animations or when evaluated via 
Likert-scale subjective questions. Guided by the experimental evaluation results we 
obtain in our studies, we will continue to improve the quality of facial expressions  
in ASL animations – to increase the naturalness and understandability of those ani-
mations – ultimately leading to better accessibility of online information for people 
who are deaf with low English literacy. 
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